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SUBMISSION BY THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN CLOTHING & TEXTILE WORKERS’ UNION (“SACTWU”) TO THE PARLIAMENTARY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON THE MERGER BETWEEN WALMART STORES, INC (“Walmart”) AND MASSMART HOLDINGS LIMITED  (“Massmart”)

Introduction

	SACTWU hereby makes this submission to the Parliamentary Economic Development Portfolio Committee in order to highlight our objections to, and concerns regarding, the entry of Walmart into the South African economy through the merger with Massmart.

	The Portfolio Committee has asked for interested parties to comment on the merger, particularly on employment, industrial development, local manufacturing and economic development, as well as comment on the conditions imposed by the Competition Tribunal. We intend to comment on all of the above. 


	Our primary concern regards the fact that the presence of Walmart will negatively affect local employment and the local manufacturing sector due to decreased demand within the retail sector for locally-produced products and increased demand for imported products (in respect of the merged entity and even its competitors). This shall have the effect of causing: significant foreclosure (on an industry-wide basis) of domestic manufacturers within the industries which supply the retail sector; job losses, especially in the manufacturing sector but also in the retail sector and particularly amongst black workers; deindustrialisation within the South African manufacturing sector; and small businesses and businesses owned or controlled by historically disadvantaged persons to become less competitive. Two further significant concerns for SACTWU include the impact of the merger on competition within the South African retail sector, and the deleterious impact of the merger on South African consumers.


	SACTWU has previously participated in the South African Competition authorities hearings regarding the merger of Walmart and Massmart. To this end, we provided two submissions which opposed the merger and/or called for conditions to be placed on the merger should it be allowed, and we also participated in the Competition Tribunal hearings.  


	Summary of employment, developmental and competition concerns

	This submission contains facts and reports regarding Walmart’s past practices and international business methodologies, references to case studies and information on conditions within, and the importance of, the retail and manufacturing sectors within the South African economy.  


	Below we consolidate and summarise below SACTWU’s concerns and objections – 


	in many of the developing countries which Walmart has entered, its entry has been followed by consolidation and increased levels of concentration.  It is submitted that, given similarities between the South African economy and those of some of the countries which Walmart has entered (such as Mexico), and in light of Walmart’s international practices and business methodologies, the presence of Walmart is likely to lead to increased levels of concentration in South Africa over the long-term.  This, in an industry already characterised by negative inherent structural characteristics 	See the Commission’s Final Executive Summary in respect of the Supermarkets Investigation (Case numbers: 2009Jun4482, 2009Jul4585; 2009Aug4596; 2010Feb4898; 2010Mar4949; 2010Mar4994; 2010Jul5237) (“the Supermarket Investigations”).; 


	in addition to Walmart’s practices in developing countries, it should be noted that the South African retail sector is a mature sector, which has characteristics similar to the retail sectors in developed economies; 


	the business model of Walmart is dependent upon sourcing cheap goods and shall result in decreased demand within the retail sector for locally-produced products and increased demand for import products (in respect of the merged entity and its competitors).  This will lead to – 
	significant foreclosure (on an industry-wide basis) of domestic manufacturers and suppliers within the industries which supply the retail sector, in particular within the South African clothing, textiles, leather and footware goods manufacturing industry ("the clothing and textile industry"), but also within the furniture goods industry, the plastics industry, the white goods industry, and the like. The foreclosure effects will result in the closure and/or significant down-sizing of such firms’ operations; 	It is submitted that this will lead to a substantial lessening or prevention of competition in the affected markets.


	significant job losses within the clothing and textile industry, in particular of predominantly black and female employees, who comprise the vast majority of employees in these industries, which will increase the social welfare support burden on the state; 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest ground for the purposes of section 12A(3)(b) of the Competition Act. 


	negative effects for the stability of the South African manufacturing sector and, in particular, the clothing and textile industry as well as possible further de-industrialisation of the South African manufacturing sector, following the serious injury suffered as a result of the global economic recession; 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest ground for the purposes of section 12A(3)(a) of the Competition Act.


	negative effects on employment and economic activities in certain "non-metropolitan" geographic regions in South Africa; 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest ground for the purposes of section 12A(3)(a) of the Competition Act.


	the ability of small businesses and businesses owned or controlled by historically disadvantage persons ("HDI firms"), which firms are suppliers to the merging parties and their competitors, to become competitive, in that these firms will not have access to the resources and economies of scale available to potential foreign suppliers to the merging parties; 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest ground for the purposes of section 12A(3)(c) of the Competition Act.


	significant increases in the South African trade deficit; 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest ground for the purposes of section 12A(3)(d) of the Competition Act.


	Walmart (and its competitors) shall seek to place increased pressure on suppliers to reduce prices and accept more onerous supply terms.  This will have a negative effect on the ability of smaller retail firms to compete given their already existing disadvantage in terms of relative bargaining power, resources and ability to negotiate favourable import contracts. 	It is submitted that this will lead to a substantial lessening or prevention of competition in the retail sector and that this is also a substantial public interest concern for the purposes of section 12A(3)(c) of the Competition Act.  


	The presence of Walmart in the local market will also lead to worsened conditions for employees in the industry.  Walmart’s practices indicate that its lowering of prices comes at a significant cost to employees, who are compelled to accept lower wages and working conditions.  This negates any consumer welfare benefits claimed by the merging parties arising out of lowering prices and also raises significant public interest concerns, in that it will affect conditions within the retail sector and within specific geographic regions (this concern, however, does not fall within the ambit of this submission as it is dealt with by another COSATU affiliate, SACCAWU); 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest concern for the purposes of section 12A(3)(a) of the Competition Act.


	finally, although Walmart suggests that consumer welfare will benefit from lower overall costs for products, its example is based on a developed nation economy example (the United States of America (“the US”)) and assesses only the single issue of household costs, ignoring other consumer welfare aspects such as net employment levels within the industry, consequential effects on related industries and net disposable household income increases in the number of persons reliant on social grants, which in turn negatively impacts the fiscus  There are a number of studies which assess the overall "high cost" of low prices and indicate that lower costs of the nature of those which Walmart claims to achieve in other jurisdictions have a substantial negative effect on employment, local or regional economies and other public interest considerations.  In South Africa, this is a particular concern given that the South African unemployment rate is significant, and substantially higher than that of economies such as the US economy.  Therefore, foreign studies may give far less attention to negative effects on employment (while focusing on other aspects) than would be relevant in the South African context. 	It is submitted that this is a substantial public interest concern for the purposes of sections 12A(3)(a) and 12A(3)(b).


	The public interest considerations of the entry of Walmart into South Africa are significant and are, SACTWU asserts, ample cause for concern for the South African State, especially given the developmental (socio-economic) priorities facing South Africa. Moreover, SACTWU does not believe that these public interest concerns are adequately mitigated by the awarding of limited conditions on Walmart/ Massmart by the Competition Commission.  


	The condition that Walmart must spend R100 million on the development of local suppliers over a three year period is insufficient. Massmart claims in its 2010 Annual Report to have 8,541 suppliers. Therefore, if 50% of suppliers are local and are able to access the grant, this equates to only R23 413 per supplier over three years, or only R7 804 per supplier per year.


	Background to the clothing and textile industry

	In the section that follows, we outline the context of the South African clothing and textile industry as an example of an industry which is likely to be negatively affected by the entry of Walmart into South Africa. We also provide reasons why the industry is an important one for economic development in South Africa; 


	Introduction


Sales of textiles, clothing, footwear and leather goods accounts for approximately 20% of all sales within the retail sector. 	Retail Trade Industry Report, 2009 (Statistics SA)  Accordingly, the South African domestic clothing and textile manufacturing sector is significantly affected by trends and developments within the domestic retail sales sector.  Neither of these sectors are subject to legislation which addresses the public interest grounds contained in section 12(a)(iii) of the Competition Act, and there is no industry regulator for these sectors.  

	Profile


	The South African clothing and textile manufacturing industry is a significant employer, particularly of women and of people in poor communities where few other employment opportunities exist. 


	The majority of workers in the industry are weekly-paid or blue-collar workers with at least five dependents. Wages are very low.  The current legally prescribed minimum wage in “non-metropolitan” areas (industrial towns, mainly in former bantustans) for a machinist is R416.50 per week.  The rate for a qualified machinist in these areas is only R489, while in Cape Town it is still a very low R738. These wage rates are the lowest in the South African manufacturing sector. 


	The industry is a very significant employer of women. Figures compiled by the CTFL Sector Education and Training Authority (SETA) show that 66.7% of workers in the industry are women. For the clothing sector this figure is even higher at 82%. Report on the Clothing Textiles, Footwear & Leather Industry (CTFL) SETA Skills Audit 2004.  This means that any job losses in the industry have a disproportionate impact on women and women-headed households.


	It is estimated that 94% of workers in the industry are black (i.e. African, Indian or ‘Coloured’). Report on the Clothing Textiles, Footwear & Leather Industry (CTFL) SETA Skills Audit 2004.


	The industry is concentrated in specific geographic areas, where it is a very significant employer.  According to Statistics SA’s 1995 October Household Survey the industry employed 35% of the manufacturing workforce in KwaZulu-Natal, 26% in the Eastern Cape and 25% in the Western Cape. 


	The last two decades have seen the establishment of many textile and clothing firms in the non-metropolitan areas.  It was estimated in 2002 that there were 40,000 clothing workers in these areas, of whom more than half were in industrial towns in northern KwaZulu-Natal. 	Gibbon, Peter. 2002. South Africa and the Global Commodity Chain for Clothing: Export and Performance Constraints.   In towns like Worcester, Isithebe, Newcastle, Ladysmith, Paarl, Phuthaditjhaba, Botshabelo, Babelegi, Mogwase, Durban, Cape Town and Atlantis it is the major, or a very substantial employer, of labour.  Any closure of factories in these areas has a massive social impact.


	Employment


	The flood of imports entering South Africa, both legally and illegally, local manufacturers’ inability to compete and the global economic crisis have resulted in the clothing and textile industry shedding thousands of jobs.


	According to Statistics SA, the clothing and textiles industry employment was 100,800 at the end of March 2011. In December 2002, the industry employed 206,900 – meaning 106,100 jobs have been lost in eight years. 


Employment
Dec 2002
March 2011
CTFL
206 900
100 800

	Provincial and regional breakdown


	SACTWU’s research unit, the SA Labour Research Institute (SALRI), tracks retrenchments and factory closures in the CTFL industry. 


	SALRI’s analysis of job losses and factory closures for the period July 2007 to June 2010 show that 45% of CTFL jobs lost were in KwaZulu-Natal, 29% in the Western Cape, 9% in the Free State and 8% in the Eastern Cape.


	A further disaggregation shows that 10% of jobs lost during this period were in Isithebe, an industrial town in northern KwaZulu-Natal, while 8% occurred in Ladysmith, KwaZulu-Natal and 6% in Phuthaditjhaba, Qwa Qwa, the former bantustan in the northeastern Free State. Industrial towns and non-urban areas like Newcastle, Border Kei, Atlantis, Botshabelo and Tongaat were also heavily affected.


	These are all very poor areas where few other employment opportunities exist. 


	SALRI further found that 183 factories closed down or were liquidated in the 36-month period from 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2010.	The numbers reflected here underestimate the total factory closures, as SALRI’s database only covers unionised workplaces.  This is an average of 5 factories closing or being liquidated every month. 


	The highest number of factory closures occurred in Kwazulu-Natal (a total of 67, or 37% of all closures). Nine factories closed in the Free State and thirteen in the Eastern Cape.


	Forty three of the factories that closed or were liquidated were in industrial towns or non-urban areas, including in former bantustans in KwaZulu-Natal, the Free State and the Eastern Cape.


	Trade


	CTFL imports have increased dramatically since 2003.  At the same time, CTFL exports, after increasing steadily over the years up until 2002, have decreased sharply subsequently.


	The reasons for the dramatic surge in imports have been the overvalued Rand, lower tariffs (which has made it more lucrative to import CTFL products), the emergence of China as a major clothing, textile and footwear producer and the fact that South African retailers are increasingly turning to goods made outside South Africa.


	Between 2002 and 2009, South Africa experienced huge growth in CTFL imports, especially those of clothing, which increased by 452% in US Dollar value.


	This growth is reflected in the graph below.
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	The introduction of the Chinese quota by government in January 2007, which limited the imports from China on certain clothing and textile products, saw total clothing imports decreasing for the first time in at least a decade. When the quotas were scrapped at the end of 2008, clothing imports increased again.


	Recently, the imports of textiles, footwear and leather slowed down because of the global economic crisis and the recession in South Africa.  This saw the demand for these products decreasing and so imports decreasing along with this.


	While imports have grown phenomenally, CTFL exports have experienced the opposite, with clothing exports especially struggling in the last few years.


	The table below shows that clothing exports increased in the early 2000s, when the Rand was significantly weaker.  South Africa exported almost $300 million (or R2.3 billion) worth of clothing in 2002.  However, subsequently, it has decreased by 65%, resulting in only $86 million (or R720 million) worth of clothing being exported in 2009.
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	Global economic crisis


The local clothing and textile industry, like the entire economy, has also been detrimentally affected by the global economic crisis with many jobs still being lost. The economic crisis manifested itself in several ways in this industry.

	Greater imports


	To counter lower demand in the United States, Europe and Japan, large clothing and textile producing countries looked for new destinations for their goods, including South Africa.


	This resulted in a higher number of lower cost imports entering South Africa, threatening and affecting industrial capacity and employment. 


	Decreased exports


	The reduced demand in the United States, Europe and Japan also negatively impacted South African exporters. 


	As a result clothing and textile exports either decreased or the prices thereof were pushed down.


	Local demand affected


	The economic crisis also affected the amount of money that South Africans had to spend. 


	This saw South African retailers selling fewer clothing and textile products.  This, in turn, meant local manufacturers received fewer orders from these retailers. 


	Credit


As a result of the crisis, banks were not lending as much money as easily as they did previously.  This had a significant impact on companies, including on their working capital and any overdrafts they had. Without credit, these companies could not purchase raw materials needed to manufacture orders.

	Employment generator


	The clothing and textile industry has been identified in numerous government strategy documents as a priority sector and a potential engine for job creation.


	One of the reasons for this, according to the Customised Sector Programme (CSP) for the Clothing and Textile Industry, is because the clothing sector is the most labour absorbing sector of manufacturing, measured by jobs crated per unit of capital invested.  An IDC study (May 2005) confirmed the labour absorbing bias of the clothing industry and showed that, using 2002 data, its job creating capacity per unit of output by value was the highest in manufacturing, and is about 2.3 times the average for the 44 industrial sectors surveyed.  


	According to the CSP, the multiplier effect of the industry on economic activities elsewhere in the economy is also important.  So too is the indirect job creation impact of the industry.  The industry is a significant user of inputs from agriculture (wool, cotton, mohair), manufacturing (trims, chemicals), transport, electricity and water supply and services (design, finance).  The IDC study indicated that a further 0.7 indirect jobs are created for each primary job in clothing.  The textile multiplier was higher, though at a steeper cost per job.  One direct job in textiles creates 2.7 additional jobs elsewhere. 


	A study by the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) in the United States calculated the jobs impact using two further criteria: the wage spend by employees and the value of taxes generated.  Combining the different approaches shows that the employment impact for textiles and clothing will range from about one to 2.5 indirect jobs for each direct job created in the sector. 


	Substantive competitive assessment submissions

	Competitive Advantages and Disadvantages of Current Local Suppliers: 


	The section that follows below uses the example of local clothing and textile manufacturers to illustrate the often very tenuous advantage which local manufacturers currently hold over imported goods. This is done in order to illustrate how, if – as SACTWU contends is likely - Walmart is able to use its global procurement power to help Massmart to reduce the prices at which it sources goods overseas, many local manufacturers who supply the company shall face even more difficult trading conditions and will close as a consequence – resulting in job losses.


	SACTWU acknowledges that competition between locally manufactured and imported goods is based on a number of factors. These include amongst others weight, size, freshness, brand loyalty and price. The balance of these factors can result in local goods being uncompetitive in terms of price but being competitive in other ways and hence for local procurement to be favoured. This is because barriers to importation exist. 


	Nevertheless, even in instances where barriers to importation are high SACTWU contends that if local goods become too uncompetitive in terms of price (i.e. if their price vis-a-vis foreign goods increases) then price becomes more significant and the balance can shift towards preferring imported goods. Hence we maintain that prices, cost of production, and subsidies offered to industries within countries can induce retailers or their middlemen to pursue importation rather than domestic procurement, even when the importation of such products is made difficult by issues of brand loyalty, size, weight, freshness etc.


	For instance, Barry Lynn – senior fellow and director of the Markets, Enterprises, and Resiliency Project at New America Foundation (a non-profit and non-partisan think tank in Washington DC) – has noted the permeability of barriers to importation in a personal communication with SACTWU: “given the right incentives, border straddling companies will transport [even] cement across the face of the world. The United States has ample domestic sources of cement. Yet in recent years it has import some 12% of total consumption, from sources as distant as Colombia, South Korea, and China. [see: Economics of the U.S. Cement Industry, Information on aspects of the U.S. cement industry including imports, exports, ownership, economic cycles, employment, and trends. (Updated December 2009.)]


	As the above example shows, the advantage which local manufactured goods hold is often very tenuous and is based on a number of factors, but can be easily undone if Walmart were able to use its significant buying power to reduce the prices at which Massmart is able to source similar goods overseas.  


	Employment and Customer Foreclosure: 


	SACTWU believes that the entry of Walmart into South Africa shall cause job losses in the South African manufacturing and retail industries. This shall occur, SACTWU asserts, because Walmart will change Massmart’s current procurement practices, leading to an increase in imports within Massmart/ Walmart, increased and consistent pressure on local manufacturers who supply Massmart and its competitors and negative consequences on other retailers. 


	SACTWU argues that these consequences are likely given the size of Walmart as the world’s largest retailer, the business model which Walmart practices (‘Everyday low prices’), and the particulars of that model which emphasize, amongst other things, sourcing goods from suppliers as cheaply as possible in order to offer consumers low prices. This section outlines the various components which lend themselves to this belief, presenting evidence to support these assertions.


	Walmart is the world’s largest retailer. Its turnover in 2010 was R2 814.8 billion. Walmart is a giant corporation which has annual revenue which exceeds the gross domestic product (GDP) of South Africa.


	The turnover of the world’s second largest retail company – Carrefour - is dwarfed by Walmart: Carrefour had a turnover of R878.9 billion in 2010, or 31% of Walmart’s turnover. South Africa’s largest retailer, Shoprite, had an annual turnover of R67.4 billion in 2010, which is 2.4% of Walmart’s 2010 turnover. Massmart’s turnover in 2010 was R47.5 billion – 1.7% of Walmart’s turnover in that year. 


	The sheer scale and economic power of Walmart, in terms of procurement muscle and access to financial resources, are of a magnitude which dwarfs anything the South African economy has seen so far. Through the merger of Massmart and Walmart, Massmart shall gain access to the unmatched power and leverage which Walmart is able to exercise within its supply chain to source cheap goods globally. No local retail competitor is able to match this power. 


	Evidence which supports the contention that Walmart holds very particular and significant power and leverage through its global supply chain, that this power is superior to Massmart and other South African retailers, and that this power is wielded to source goods cheaply from around the world,  includes: 


	Leading global market research company Euromonitor believes Wal-Mart’s size and global scale of operations are key competitive advantages compared to rivals with more modest sales and profits. This gives the group stronger bargaining power Euromonitor International, January 2011, Walmart Stores Inc In Retailing - World .


	International analyst company, Morningstar, observes about Walmart that its “unmatched scale... leads to favorable terms on everything from the products on its shelves to store leases and distribution agreements” Morningstar, Walmart to Acquire Controlling Stake in South African Retailer; Shares Still Look Attractive, 2011; 


	The Witness Statement to the Competition Commission submitted by Nelson Lichtenstein, a professor of history and a globally acknowledged expert on Walmart. Prof Lichtenstein has claimed that “[Wal-Mart’s] supply chain innovations have superseded virtually all other configurations of power in the manufacturer-distributor-retailer nexus. The retailers, Wal-Mart first among them, dominate the world’s global supply chains and dictate the conditions of trade to thousands of supply firms”


	Cedric Durand, an economist based in France who has conducted research on the impact of Walmart in Mexico, has written in the Cambridge Journal of Economics that: “Wal-Mart is the paragon company for the buyer-driven global economy. It has both the capacity to shift production from one country to another and a solid partnership with China (Frontline, 2004).” Durand C, 2007, Externalities From Foreign Direct Investment In The Mexican Retailing Sector, Cambridge Journal of Economics, 31, pp:393-411


	Explaining the methodology by which large retailers, Walmart amongst them, operate, Edna Bonacich (Professor of Sociology at the University of California PBS interview http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/walmart/interviews/bonacich.html November 16, 2004) notes that retailers “of which Wal-Mart is the leader, are all engaged in the game of pushing production offshore -- not necessarily that they're saying that's the ideal model, but basically, they go to their suppliers, and they tell them: ‘We want you to cut your cost by 10 percent. We want you to cut the price by 10 percent.’ So the producer will try to cut it, and eventually, they'll come to the point where ‘We can't make it legally in the United States for that price.’ And then Wal-Mart shrugs its shoulders and says, ‘Well, if you have to move offshore, that's what you've got to do.’ I doubt that they say ‘Move offshore’ directly. They just set the conditions making it impossible to meet their price demands unless they move offshore...”


	Nancy Cleeland, Pulitzer Prize winner, wrote in LA Times Article, Scouring the Globe to Give Shoppers an $8.63 Polo Shirt (November 24, 2003), that “Wal-Mart has been instrumental in making [Southern China] the world's fastest-growing manufacturing zone. Last year [2002], the company shipped $12 billion in products out of China, 20% more than in 2001. The marriage between the world's largest and most efficient retailer and China's low-cost factories is setting a new global "cost standard" for manufactured products, according to consulting firm Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.”


	In the same article, Nancy Cleeland writes: “From its headquarters in Bentonville, Ark., the company has established a network of 10,000 suppliers and constantly pressures them to lower their prices. At the same time, Wal-Mart buyers continually search the globe for still-cheaper sources of supply. The competition pits vendor against vendor, country against country.”


	The power of Walmart is brought to bear on its suppliers in numerous ways as the company pursues its ‘Everyday low prices’ strategy. Amongst other things, Walmart’s suppliers acknowledge that the company insists that either its suppliers do not increase their prices year on year, or that they must must decrease their prices. Price increases are not allowed. 


	Walmart’s suppliers often struggle to meet the company’s pricing demands. Their margins are squeezed to supply at cheaper prices. Lower margins for manufacturers mean that many are less able to invest in innovation, design, research and product development, and ultimately move up the value chain. Certainly this has been the case for South African clothing, textile, footwear and leather manufacturers whose margins have been under severe pressure by imports for the past eight years and who have underinvested in training, design, innovation and other competitiveness improvement measures. 


	Evidence for the manner in which Walmart continuously squeezes its suppliers has been collected for suppliers in the US, Guatemala, Bangladesh, and the UK. 


	In the US, Walmart has the power to squeeze profit-killing concessions from vendors in an attempt to reduce prices. “To survive in the face of its pricing demands, suppliers of everything from bras to bicycles to blue jeans have had to lay off employees and close... [Local] plants in favour of outsourcing products from overseas” Fishman C, 2003, "The Wal-Mart You Don't Know", The Fast Company, December, issue 77, p 68, http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/77/walmart.html. Retrieved January 18, 2011


	Also in the US, “Famously, Wal-Mart keeps negotiations with its suppliers as stark as possible both in terms of the bargaining environment and in terms of the number of negotiable contract features. And because it controls such a large share of the retail market, this often amounts to a take-or-leave-it offer. In the United States, the company is exceptionally private about its business practices and its suppliers are very reluctant to discuss details (Fishman, 2003). Fishman C, 2003, "The Wal-Mart You Don't Know", The Fast Company, December, issue 77, p 68, http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/77/walmart.html. Retrieved January 18, 2011 However, former suppliers are more willing to talk. They agree that Wal-Mart’s uniquely large market share gives it extraordinary bargaining power, and allows it drive its suppliers’ profit margins very low. For standardized products, it demands annual price reductions, so those firms that are unable to frequently introduce new goods—and thus avoid establishing a benchmark price—are squeezed relatively more (Fishman, 2003). Those suppliers that balk at Wal-Mart’s demands are simply discontinued, and new suppliers are brought in.” Javorcik BS, Keller W et al, 2006, Openness and Industrial Responses, In A Walmart World: A Case Study Of Mexican Soaps, Detergents and Surfactant Products.


	In Guatemala, Wal-Mart went to the Del Monte banana plantation in Guatemala and demanded that the company do more aspects of banana packaging, including washing, weighing, packaging with a Wal-Mart sticker, and putting the price on the package. These steps cost money, but Wal-Mart insisted Del Monte absorbs these pieces without raising their price. Because Wal-Mart purchased the majority of Del Monte bananas at that plantation, the company could not afford to say no and lose the contract.” Stephanie Luce, Associate Professor at the Murphy Institute, City University of New York, Personal Communication with SACTWU, 17 March 2011


	In the UK, “Wal-Mart... has had an impact on Asda’s suppliers. Suppliers have been subjected to the Wal-Mart vendor process. Some have been replaced as the merchandise mix has changed. Multinational suppliers have seen their position strengthened through their existing Wal-Mart arrangements and changes which have brought purchasing for all of Wal-Mart together, and including a re-vamp of Asda’s retailer branding. Asda have followed the competition in adopting a tri-level retailer product brand price strategy encompassing Asda Extra Special, Asda and Asda Smart Price. The pressure to reduce prices and costs has been immense on suppliers (“Asda told us that most of the investments it had made in price reductions had been funded by suppliers” (UK Competition Commission, 2003), para 2.270). This is both exacerbated and enhanced by the ability of Wal-Mart to purchase in huge volumes from countries such as China.” Sparks L, 2011, Settling for Second Best? Reflections after the Tenth Anniversary of Wal-Mart's Entry to the United Kingdom.


	Regarding Bangladesh, Nancy Cleeland in her article in the Los Angeles Times, ‘Scouring the Globe to Give Shoppers an $8.63 Polo Shirt’, states the following: the then-Commerce Minister Amir Khasru Mahmud Chowdhury, is quoted as saying "Wal-Mart is our biggest customer and it's important to me." However the Minister added that Wal-Mart's prices "are coming down all the time -- that's the biggest threat to us." How exactly it was a threat was not identified. Further, Cleeland states that “Bangladeshi factory owners say Wal-Mart and other retailers have asked them to cut their prices by as much as 50% in recent years.” Cleeland also wrote the following about Bangladesh: “[Walmart] say to come down in price, but we have to make a profit,” complained another clothing maker. Hoping to land a Wal-Mart order for 600,000 fleece jackets this year, he bargained down his suppliers of fabric, thread and fastenings, and managed to cut his price by 20%.” Nancy Cleeland (2003) - http://www.altfeldinc.com/pdfs/Seams%20start.pdf


	Globally, the pressure faced by suppliers of Walmart is compounded by the fact that suppliers are unlikely to find alternative channels to supply the market. This is due in part to Walmart’s growing dominance within the global retail market, and also due to the fact that competitors of Walmart are also looking to emulate its cheap prices in their attempts to remain competitive. SACTWU holds that suppliers in South Africa shall face similar concerns and that Walmart’s presence in South Africa shall cause its local competitors to seek competitiveness through lowering their own costs - which will partly be achieved by seeking to procure cheaper goods (and/or reducing the sizes of their workforces) is certainly likely. We believe job losses have already happened and continue to happen at Pick ‘n Pay in preparation for Walmart’s entry into South Africa. Similarly Shoprite has suggested that the company shall change some of its suppliers for cheaper foreign imports. Evidence for this includes: 


	In the Business Day, Shoprite’s CEO, Whitey Basson, threatened to “quadruple our [Shoprite’s] global sourcing department” Vallie A, ‘Shoprite set for price war with Walmart: Basson is willing to resort to cheaper imports to compete with US entrant’, Business Day, 23 February 2011, Accessed online at: http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id=135116  in order to compete more effectively with Wal-Mart. The effect of these increased imports shall be a reduction in local manufacturing. In this regard, Mr Basson has noted that “If there is blood on the floor, we will have no choice but to retaliate. If need be we will close down a South African pasta manufacturer in three months if we can import their product cheaper to compete”.


	A precedent for the strategy which Shoprite’s Basson has hinted at can be found in Mexico where, according to Cedric Durand Durand C, 2007, Externalities From Foreign Direct Investment In The Mexican Retailing Sector, Cambridge Journal of Economics, 31, pp:393-411, local retailers took to competing with Walmart by “focusing their attention on increasing their share of imports (Soriana Annual Reports, 2001, 2003; Comercial Mexicana Annual Report, 2002)… After 1997, we observe a process of intensification of imports by modern retailers in both absolute and relative terms.” 


	The consequences of the pressure placed by Walmart on suppliers in its pursuit of cheaper goods and imports, and the inability to suppliers to find alternative channels for their goods when Walmart changes its suppliers, can lead to job losses within former suppliers.  Evidence from the US and Mexico, as well as from Honduras, shows that when Walmart switches suppliers and chooses to import, job losses follow within former suppliers of Walmart. 


	Evidence from the United States supporting the argument that Walmart turns to imports at the expense of local employment, and the manner in which this happens, includes:


	The Economic Policy Institute (EPI), in a famous study of the impact of Walmart on manufacturing in that country, noted that “Wal-Mart was responsible for $27 billion in U.S. imports from China in 2006 and 11% of the growth of the total U.S. trade deficit with China between 2001 and 2006. Wal-Mart’s trade deficit with China alone eliminated nearly 200,000 U.S. jobs in this period. The manufacturing sector and its workers were hardest hit by the growth of Wal-Mart’s imports. Wal-Mart’s increased trade deficit with China eliminated 133,000 manufacturing jobs, 68% of those jobs lost from Wal-Mart’s imports. Jobs in the manufacturing sector pay higher wages and provide better benefits than most other industries, especially for workers with less than a college education.” (Economic Policy Institute Scott RE, 2007, ‘The Wal-Mart Effect: Its Chinese Imports Have Displaced Nearly 200,0000 U.S. Jobs’, Economic Policy Institute, June 26, Issue Brief #235, accessed online at http://www.missouriprovote.org/Docs/WalMart_EPI_2007.06.26.pdf , p.1). 


	The EPI continued to demonstrate that “workers displaced by trade from the manufacturing sector were shown to have particular difficulty in securing comparable employment elsewhere in the economy. More than one-third of workers displaced from manufacturing dropped out of the labor force (Kletzer 2001, 101, Table D2). Average wages of those who secured re-employment fell 11-13%. Trade-related job displacement pushes many workers out of good jobs in manufacturing and other trade-related industries, often into lower-paying industries, and frequently out of the labor market altogether”. (p 2 - 4)


	Gary Gereffi, international value chain specialist, has illustrated the pressure placed on US manufacturers and workers in a study conducted for the ILO Gereffi G 2005, ‘The New Offshoring of Jobs and Global Development’, ILO Social Policy Lectures, Geneva: ILO Publications: “More than 80% of the 6000 factories in Walmart’s worldwide network of suppliers are in China... A typical export factory in southern China ways a salary of $40 per month, which is 40% less than the local minimum wage. Workers put in 18-hour days with poor workplace conditions, minimal training and continual pressure to boost production”.


	In an interview regarding the impact of Walmart on employment in the United States, Gary Gereffi has also noted that PBS Interview with Gary Gereffi, November 2004: “Wal-Mart is telling its American suppliers that they have to meet lower price standards that Wal-Mart wants to impose. The implication of that in many cases is if you're going to be able to supply Wal-Mart at the prices Wal-Mart wants, you have to go to China or other offshore locations that would permit you to produce at lower cost. ... Wal-Mart's giving them the clear signal that you can't be a Wal-Mart supplier if you can't produce at substantially lower prices. You can go to China, or, in many cases, many U.S. suppliers can't make that move, and they just go out of business, because Wal-Mart is the dominant company for many U.S. suppliers. If they can't go offshore, those suppliers end up going out of business. So Wal-Mart wants to create a global supply base. If big U.S. suppliers can set up Chinese or other offshore operations, Wal-Mart will continue to do business with them. But many U.S. suppliers aren't big enough to do that, and this price push of Wal-Mart squeezes them either out of the market or looking for other customers and a different kind of business”.


	In his Witness Statement to the Competition Tribunal, Nelson Lichtenstein provides examples of US companies that closed down as a consequence of Walmart. He offers Nelson Lichtenstein Witness Statement the example of Ferris Fashions, an American factory manufacturing flannel shirts.  At the intervention of the then-Governor of Arkansas, Bill Clinton, Walmart entered into a contract with Ferris Fashions in 1995 when Ferris Fashions were in danger of closing. However, Walmart dominated Ferris Fashions in that it dictated the design of the shirts, bought and provided inputs for the shirts and purchased all production at Ferris Fashions. With this power, Walmart applied constant price pressure on Ferris Fashion, while also importing competing flannel shirts from countries like Turkey. As a result, Ferris Fashions “neither had the money nor the freedom to develop new products or diversiy its demand”, such that when demand for its flannel product declined, the plan had to shut down and about 300 jobs were lost in 2005. Lichtenstein continues as follows “The Wal-Mart destruction of a small Arkansas shirt manufacturer was replicated many times over. In a September 2005 report, the AFL-CIO found that between January 2001 and July 2004 nearly one of every six manufacturing jobs in Ohio – about 170,000 – were lost. More than half of these jobs were shipped overseas, most to China where imports to the United States were rising rapidly. 


	Award winning journalist, Charles Fishman, has written about Walmart and records the following example of a company affected by Walmart’s business model Fishman C, 2003, "The Wal-Mart You Don't Know", The Fast Company, December, issue 77, p 68, http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/77/walmart.html. Retrieved January 18, 2011: “One way to think of Wal-Mart is as a vast pipeline that gives non-U.S. companies direct access to the American market. One of the things that limits or slows the growth of imports is the cost of establishing connections and networks," says Paul Krugman, the Princeton University economist. "Wal-Mart is so big and so centralized that it can all at once hook Chinese and other suppliers into its digital system. So--wham!--you have a large switch to overseas sourcing in a period quicker than under the old rules of retailing. Steve Dobbins has been bearing the brunt of that switch. He's president and CEO of Carolina Mills, a 75-year-old North Carolina company that supplies thread, yarn, and textile finishing to apparel makers--half of which supply Wal-Mart. Carolina Mills grew steadily until 2000. But in the past three years, as its customers have gone either overseas or out of business, it has shrunk from 17 factories to 7, and from 2,600 employees to 1,200. Dobbins's customers have begun to face imported clothing sold so cheaply to Wal-Mart that they could not compete even if they paid their workers nothing. "People ask, 'How can it be bad for things to come into the U.S. cheaply? How can it be bad to have a bargain at Wal-Mart?' Sure, it's held inflation down, and it's great to have bargains," says Dobbins. "But you can't buy anything if you're not employed. We are shopping ourselves out of jobs."


	Nancy Cleeland has also examined examples of companies affected by Walmart’s business practices and reported in The LA Times about sewing contractor Rob Reed, who shut down his factory after 17 years, laying off 100 workers and adding his name to a long list of bankrupt U.S. manufacturers. “He isn't shy about assigning blame for what happened. ‘We've been forced out of business, No. 1, because of the likes of Wal-Mart,’ Reed said. Wal-Mart was once a solid account for his company, Stitches. But every season, Reed said, the retailer demanded a lower price, shrinking his profit to the point that an unexpected expense could push him into the red. In January, he lost money on a Wal-Mart order. A few months later, he was asked to make 10,000 intricately worked cardigans for the retailer within a week. The sample already bore a Wal-Mart price tag: $8.47. ‘You can't make it here at that price,’ Reed said at the time. ‘Not legally, anyway.’ Although desperate for work, he turned the order down. Reed, 61, now works as a consultant and dreams of opening another contract shop that can focus more on quality and still succeed. He isn't terribly hopeful, however. ‘The thing is,’ Reed said, ‘with so many contractors on the verge of extinction, there's always someone willing to do it cheaper.’ Abigail Goldman and Nancy Cleeland “An Empire Built on Bargains Remakes the Working”, Los Angeles Times, 23 November 2003, accessed at: http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-walmart23nov2303,1,4599209,full.story 


	In another article in The LA Times, Cleeland also notes a case study of Walmart’s import practices: “After making their way through the groceries [in Walmart], the Miraflors [shoppers] turned their attention to the housewares section, stopping in front of a 20-inch box fan. Glenn Miraflor checked the price and made room for it in their cart. "Ten bucks," he said. "You can't beat that. That's why we come here…” The fan was made 1,700 miles away in Chicago at Lakewood Engineering & Manufacturing Co. A decade ago, the same fan carried a $20 price tag. But that wasn't low enough for Wal-Mart. So Lakewood owner Carl Krauss cut costs at every turn. He automated production at the red-brick factory built by his grandfather on the city's West Side. Where it once took 22 people to put together a product, it now takes seven. Krauss also badgered his suppliers to knock down their prices for parts. In 2000, he took the hardest step of all: He opened a factory in Shenzhen, China, where workers earn 25 cents an hour, compared with $13 in Chicago. About 40% of his products now are made in China, including most heaters and desktop fans. The Miraflors' box fan was assembled in Chicago, but its electronic guts were imported. "My father was dead set against it," Krauss said of the move overseas. "I have the same respect for American workers, but I'm going to do what I have to do to survive." Survival in an age when consumers are hyper-vigilant about prices means shaving expenses again and again. "Nobody wants to be on the shelf with the same item for $1 more," Krauss said. All the retailers he supplies — including Home Depot Inc. and Target Corp. — drive a hard bargain with manufacturers. But none is as tough as Wal-Mart, Krauss said. Twice a year, his sales representatives travel to Wal-Mart headquarters to pitch their products. There, competitors sit side by side, waiting to be ushered into one of 60 glass-sided cubicles — a space some call Vendors' Alley. Then the haggling begins. "You give them your price," Krauss said. "If they don't like it, they give you theirs." The suppliers are at a disadvantage. The Wal-Mart buyer can always go out to the waiting room and find someone who will go lower. "Your price is going to be whittled down like you never thought possible," Krauss said. After moving much of his manufacturing abroad, Krauss doesn't see any way to push costs lower. "If you're doing things legally, you can't," he said.”


	Evidence from Mexico supporting the argument that Walmart turns to imports at the expense of local employment includes:


	According to economist Cedric Durand Durand C, 2007, Externalities From Foreign Direct Investment In The Mexican Retailing Sector, Cambridge Journal of Economics, 31, pp:393-411, sourcing practices in Mexico have been significantly affected by the entry of Walmart. Durand, writing in the Cambridge Journal of Economics, indicates that Walmart’s procurement practices – and also the mimicking of such practices by other retailers – have caused an increase in the share of imports in relation to overall purchases by retailers: “In 2003, Wal-Mart was not only number 6 on the list of main importers in Mexico… but also the greatest contributor to the Mexican commercial deficit, with a negative balance of USD706 millions (Expansion, 2004). This represents approximately 50% of the imports of the four main retailers, 3.5% of consumption goods imports and 0.5% of global imports (Table 2). These facts about Wal-Mart underline an important aspect of the impact of FDI in the retailing sector. As multinational retailers have a global sourcing organisation, they are expected to use this specific advantage and their strong global market power against their local competitors. And Wal-Mart is the paragon company for the buyer-driven global economy. It has both the capacity to shift production from one country to another and a solid partnership with China (Frontline, 2004). After 1997, we observe a faster increase in Wal-Mart’s imports in real terms compared with its competitors’ (Figure 7). If we look at the imports/purchases ratio (Figure 8), we see that all the enterprises have been significantly increasing the share of imports in their purchases, but also that Wal-Mart has shown a much more dramatic evolution: from 20% in 1997 to more than 55% in 2002 and 2003… After 1997, we observe a process of intensification of imports by modern retailers in both absolute and relative terms. We also note Wal-Mart’s proportionally higher share of imports as compared with local firms. Considering the Chinese connection to Wal-Mart, this evolution is consistent with the new importance of China’s exports to Mexico (especially in such sectors as toys and shoes) and the growing concern about the challenge that it represents for the Mexican economy (Dussel Peters and Xue Dong, 2004).”


	According to Durand, in 2003 Walmart was the biggest contributor to the Mexican deficit, and is responsible for 50% of all imports among the 4 big retailers. This number is not complete however as the suppliers to retailers import themselves. He provides a graphical representation of their increasing imports:
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	According to Durand (2007), a concomitant part of Walmart’s importation practice is that suppliers of Wal-Mart in Mexico are faced with having to adopt very unfavourable terms, which threatens their viability: “The growing market power of buyers (Wal-Mart and Sinergia) increases cross-regional competition, requires bigger suppliers and tends to weaken the negotiating power of suppliers, who are forced to accept very unfavourable prices or payment conditions. For example, Wal-Mart typically pays its suppliers at a 120 days term but also asks them to grant rebates to maintain the business and even to provide initial stock free of charge when Wal-Mart opens a new store (CANACINTRA, Interview). At the same time, the generalisation of a permanent low-price strategy also increases the financial pressure on suppliers... In addition to the growing pressure of imports, the likely outcomes of these elements are the elimination of numerous local suppliers, a dynamics of concentration but also a process of immiserising growth (Kaplinsky, 2000) for the surviving firms whose margins are reduced even if they improve their performances. Durand C, 2007, Externalities From Foreign Direct Investment In The Mexican Retailing Sector, Cambridge Journal of Economics, 31, pp:393-411


	In personal communication with SACTWU 18 March 2011, Durand further argues that job losses have taken place as a consequence of the increased importation of goods by Walmart into Mexico, for the following reasons: “(1) Direct crowding out effect of local suppliers by foreigners for some products; (2) Indirect crowding out effect: one of the most spectacular things in Mexico is how much and how fast Walmart market share grew. Consequently, Walmart may at the same time increase the absolute level of its local supplies and increases the relative share of imports among its supplies. However, the overall effect on employment among local suppliers of the retail sector is still negative because, the increased sales of Walmart are made at the expense of the sales of other retail networks which used to have a greater local content of their sales; (3) Moreover, in Mexico we observe that local retail networks started to imitate Walmart, increasing their imports; (4) A key impact of Walmart of imports is through the higher level of competition which local suppliers of the same goods need to confront. Facing such a challenge, some suppliers will be bankrupted and some will survive. For those who will survive - meaning they managed to increase their productivity - there is a high probability that the productivity gains will be appropriated by customers and by Walmart, considering the weak balance of power of suppliers facing global competition. In such case we can observe a process of "immiserising growth" of suppliers concerned.


	Professor Dante Di Gregorio 19 February 2011, who authored a paper titled ‘Competitive dynamics between emerging market firms and dominant multinational rivals: Wal-Mart and the Mexican retail industry’, has informed SACTWU in a personal communication that “From 2002 through 2003, Mexico’s anti-trust agency, the Comision Federal de Competitividad (CFC) investigated Wal-Mart’s procurement practices. Specifically, the CFC found evidence that Wal-Mart was exerting monopsonistic power by pressuring suppliers to provide goods at unsustainably low prices that are not available to Wal-Mart’s competitors. However, the findings against Wal-Mart were not accompanied by explicit sanctions beyond the establishment of a code of conduct that is to apply to all retailers and that is not associated with sanctions”.


	In his Witness Statement to the Competition Tribunal, Nelson Lichtenstein notes the following about the experience of suppliers to Walmart in Mexico: “Walmex [Walmart’s Mexican subsidiary] has had a devastating impact on Mexican manufacturing. Although Wal-mart initially claimed that it would incorporate local Mexican firms into its supply chain, the famous squeeze on profits and labor never let up. According to an executive of a small clothing manufacturer: ‘Wal-Mart has driven many suppliers out of business. Wal-Mart maintains its profit margins… They never reduce their margin. They do pass on savings in price, but at the expense of the manufacturer. You can increase efficiency a certain amount, but… For example, they may tell you, ‘We’re going to sell shirts at a discount of 40 percent – you, the manufacturer have to cut your price 40 percent’. So the consumer benefits, but they’re driving out of business the manufacturers that provide jobs’.”


	In his Witness Statement to the Competition Tribunal, Nelson Lichtenstein continues: “Raul Alejandro Padilla, the head of Mexico’s confederation of local chambers of commerce for retail and services, reached the same conclusions. Wal-Mart ‘makes demands on its suppliers to such an extent, and punishes them by requiring discounts for displays, promotions, and shelf placement, all of which implies a large sacrifice of profit margins by those selling to Wal-Mart’. As in the US, Walmex sources extensively from other low-wage countries, especially China, with Walmex importing more than half of the value of its merchandise in 2002-2003.” Witness Statement of Nelson Lichtenstein


	Further effects of Walmart on job losses is made by a study by Javorcik & Keller which shows that there has been a significant effect on productivity of SDS [soaps, detergents and surfactants] producers cumulative improvement in VA [value added] per worker of nearly 90% between 1993 and 2004) but that the impact on employment has been significantly negative (- 20% in the same period..) (pp.11-12). This trend is due to the elimination of "relatively inefficient producers". Javorcik BS, Keller W et al, 2006, Openness and Industrial Responses In A Walmart World: A Case Study Of Mexican Soaps, Detergents and Surfactant Products.


	Evidence from Honduras supporting the argument that Walmart turns to imports at the expense of local employment includes:


	According to Nancy Cleeland’s LA Times article, “Scouring the Globe to Give Shoppers an $8.63 Polo Shirt” of November 2003, clothing manufacturers in Honduras have also suffered from price pressures from Walmart which have caused job losses in companies there. One manufacturer “Chuck Wilburn figures that his 1300 employees will be among the casualties [of Walmart’s price pressures]. He manages a factory on the outskirts of San Pedro Sula that cranks out clothing for Walmart, Target Corp and other retailers. Wilburn’s employer, Oxford Industries of Atlanta, once owned 44 factories in the American South, It shuttered them all in the last 15 years and moved to cheaper locales. That’s how Wilburn found himself in Honduras. He is proud of his clean, modern factory. ‘Its nicer than the one I ran in South Carolina’, Wilburn said. Still, he has trouble turning a profit. He laid off 500 employees two years ago. Even here, it’s hard to meet Wal-Mart’s prices. Wilburn expects that Oxford will close his factory in the next few years and move on to another country where basic cotton clothes, such as Walmart’s Old Glory khaki pants, can be produced for less. ‘Our business is a lot of twill stuff’, he said. ‘That will be gone’.”

	
	Given the above, SACTWU is very concerned that the entry of Walmart into South Africa will cause job losses to occur within present suppliers of Massmart, as well as in suppliers of competitor retailers. Within Massmart, and from the clothing and textile industry alone, SACTWU has compiled the following overview of risk to fourteen clothing, textile and footwear suppliers to the company (this is by no means an exhaustive overview of all suppliers – neither for the industry or in total - but represents only a small number of suppliers).  


	These manufacturers currently supply a range of goods to Massmart which include socks, sports shorts, bedding, duvets, towels, underwear, workwear, carpets, blankets and shoes. For these manufacturers, supply to Massmart can sometimes constitute as much as 60% of total monthly production, placing many of these companies at great risk if their orders from Massmart were to be reduced or cancelled. In total, these companies employ around 7 900 workers, many of whose jobs would be at risk if Walmart change Massmart’s current procurement practices in favour of importation. Since the workers invariably come from areas where few employment opportunities exist and which are characterised by poverty, their wages are of great importance for general social welfare, and given that each worker supports around five people each the potential loss of their jobs threatens a significant number of people.  

  
	Given international evidence of Walmart’s practices, it is SACTWU’s contention that Walmart, as the new owners of Massmart, will indeed replace these producers and manufacturers by importing similar goods from elsewhere.  


	Employment and Competitor Businesses: 


	Another concern which SACTWU holds about the entry of Walmart into the South African retail context relates to the effect which we believe the company will have on other competitor retailers, on competition, and on jobs which are likely to be lost at these companies. 


	When Walmart enters new economies, it can destroy local competitor businesses. This happens because Walmart is often able to undercut the prices charged by other retailers, including small businesses, and hence these businesses haemorrhage their sales to Walmart. The consequences of such businesses closing are job losses amongst employees and management at those companies (and also capital leakage from the local economy as Walmart draws more sales away from especially small competitors). There is evidence of this occurring in the US, the most extensively researched context where Walmart operates: 


	Within the US, the first Walmart opened in the United States in 1962. During the 1960s, Walmart expanded to 15 stores. In 1972, the company listed on the NY Stock Exchange, and with the injection of capital, the company grew to 276 stores in 11 states by the end of the 1970s. By 1989, the company had opened 1,402 Walmart stores and 123 Sam’s Club locations. Sales had grown from $1 billion in 1980 to $26 billion in 1989. It now has 4,304 Walmart and Sam’s Club stores and its sales is $304,9 billion in the United States. Walmart 2010 Annual Report “The scale of its [Walmart’s] operations is unprecedented and there is no competitor of comparable size… At about 10% and 20% of total retail and grocery sales in the US, respectively, according to figures from the U.S. Census Bureau, Wal-Mart US is an integral part of consumers' budgets.” Datamonitor: Walmart Stores Inc: Company Profile: 18 June 2010 


	A research institute linked to the University of Bonn Neumark D, Zhang J, and Ciccarella S, 2007, “The Effects of Wal-Mart on Local Labor Markets”. The Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA), (http://www.newrules.org/retail/neumarkstudy.pdf). found that Walmart store openings in the United States destroy 2.8 local jobs for every 2 they create and reduces retail employment by an average of 2.7 percent in every state they enter in the United States. The loss of jobs was felt by competitors whose earnings fell and by suppliers facing cost pressures. Note that the study adds the following: “The estimates do imply… that retail employment is lower than it would have been in counties that Wal-Mart entered, and hence that Wal-Mart has negative rather than positive effects on net job creation in the retail sector. The lower retail employment associated with Wal-Mart does not necessarily imply that Wal-Mart stores worsen the economic fortunes of residents of the markets that these stores enter. Our results apply only to the retail sector, and we suspect that there are not aggregate employment effects, at least in the longer run, as labor shifts to other uses. Wage effects are more plausible, although these may operate more on the manufacturing side through the buying power that Wal-Mart exerts, as opposed to the retail side which is a low-wage sector regardless of Wal-Mart... If there are wage (or employment) effects that arise through cost pressures on Wal-Mart’s suppliers, however, they would not necessarily be concentrated in the counties in which stores open, so that our methods would not identify them. Moreover, Wal-Mart’s entry may also result in lower prices that increase purchasing power, and if prices are lowered not just at Wal-Mart but elsewhere as well, the gains to consumers may be widespread. Furthermore, the gains may be larger for lower-income families (Hausman and Leibtag, 2005), although it is also possible that labor market consequences for these families are also more adverse”. 


	As can be expected, Walmart refutes the argument that there are high costs to its low prices. Much of their rebuttal is based on a study by Dean and Sobel (2008) which argues that the closure of small businesses when Walmart stores open is part of a process of ‘creative destruction’. This is intended to mean that while some businesses close, new businesses open up to take their place. However, according to researcher Stacey Mitchell, Dean and Sobel’s thesis is fundamentally flawed. "A close inspection of the study by the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, however, found fatal flaws [in the study by Dean and Sobel]. Most remarkable, the study's authors fail to recognize an important distinction in the definitions used by the U.S. Census Bureau and are in fact using the wrong dataset. Using the correct data produces very different results. Using the correct data — number of small retail firms — one finds that, between 1982 and 2002, the number of retail businesses with 1-9 employees actually fell by one-fifth." This is contrary to Dean and Sobel’s (2008) theory of creative destruction. A far more instructive measure of the presence of small businesses is to chart their numbers relative to population. The U.S. population grew by 24% between 1982 and 2002. Had the level of small business activity held steady over those years, one would expect the number of small retail firms per 1 million people to remain about the same. Instead, the number of small retail firms with 1-4 employees per 1 million people fell by 38%, while those with 5-9 employees declined 30%... the number of small retail establishments also fell relative to population during this period, reflecting the fact that, as Wal-Mart and other “big box” retailers multiplied, the trend has been a shift not only in favor of chains, but also to bigger stores. Mitchell S, 2008, ‘Major Flaws Uncovered In Study Claiming Walmart Has Not Harmed Small Business’, New Rules Project, Accessed online at http://www.newrules.org/retail/publications/major-flaws-uncovered-study-claiming-walmart-has-not-harmed-small-business


	Concentration and the Ease of Entry into the Market


	Apart from the concern about job losses, SACTWU is concerned that the entry of Walmart into South Africa shall lead to concentration and consolidation in the retail sector, increasing the barriers to entry for newer entrants.


	A review of some of Walmart’s operations internationally suggests that the entry of Walmart into new economies often leads to a process of acquisitions and mergers (and concentration in the retail industry) amongst competitors in the industry as different competitors try to outgrow Walmart: 


	In Mexico, Walmart entered the market in 1991 through "a joint venture with CIFRA Walmart International, http://walmartstores.com/AboutUs/277.aspx?p=246 . At that stage, CIFRA was the largest retail operator in Mexico with 192 stores Barmash I, Walmart In Venture With Mexican Store, The New York Times, July 11 1991. In describing the retail context in which Walmart arrived in Mexico, scholar James Biles notes the following: "prior to Walmart’s arrival, Mexico’s food retailing sector was comprised of a handful of national supermarket chains and several large regional food retailers that primarily served upper and middle-income households in the country’s largest urban areas, particularly in close proximity to Mexico City and northern borders states (Chavez 2002). Biles JJ, 2008, Walmart and the ‘Supermarket Revolution’ In Mexico, Geographische Rundschau International Edition, Vol4, No 2, pp:45 http://ccny-cuny.academia.edu/thebilesfiles/Papers/164419/Wal-Mart_and_the_Supermarket_Revolution_in_Mexico " Since its entry into Mexico, Walmart has grown to 1 664 stores Walmart International, http://walmartstores.com/AboutUs/277.aspx?p=246 . In comparison, by the third quarter of 2010, Walmart’s nearest current competitor, Soriana, had just reached 500 stores nationally. Walmart is the undisputed leader in the supermarket sector. Organizacion Soriana, 2010, Soriana Announces Its 2010 Third Quarter Results, http://publicidad.soriana.com/publicidad/resources/infoFin/3T2010-QuarterlyResults.pdf Scholar James Biles notes that “The rapid proliferation of Walmart and its unprecedented success have... provoke[ed] a widespread process of expansion and consolidation.”  Biles JJ, Brehm K et al, 2007, Globalization of Food Retailing and Transformation of Supply Networks: Consequences for Small-Scale Agricultural Producers in Southeastern Mexico, Journal of Latin American Geography, 6 (2), pp:58. “The increasingly oligopolistic market structure, in which four firms… control more than 80% of sales, may counteract some of the benefits for Mexican households [such as lower consumer costs] which spend nearly 30% of their disposable income on food” Biles JJ, Brehm K et al, 2007, Globalization of Food Retailing and Transformation of Supply Networks: Consequences for Small-Scale Agricultural Producers in Southeastern Mexico, Journal of Latin American Geography, 6 (2), pp:58


	In Costa Rica, Walmart is by far the biggest retail operator. With a growing retail market, Costa Rica has been a site of acute interest for retail companies. The market is dominated by "five principal supermarket chains consisting of Consolidated Supermarkets United (CSU/ Walmart Central America), Grupo Zeta (Mega Super), Automercado, Perimercados and PriceSmart account for over 268 supermarkets (119 in 1999; 223 in 2004). By 2009, projections are that these five chains alone will account for over 300 supermarkets." By mid-2010, the retail sector was still growing in Costa Rica. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has noted that growth has been rapid, and has been characterized by concentration through "acquisitions, mega-mergers, buy-outs, and intense competition, - and not without intense controversy from growers, suppliers, distributors, traditional market owners, food chambers, consumers and others - these five mega-retailers, in eight short years more than doubled their footprint." In addition, according to a 2008 study conducted for the Costa Rican competition authorities by the National University of Costa Rica and the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), it was found [Informal translation], there is a very high concentration of supermarkets in Costa Rica according to measurements using the Herfindahl-Hirschman indicator. Many mergers and acquisitions have occurred in particular since the arrival of an international supermarket chain [referring to Walmart]. While Walmart’s competitors try to grow organically and through buy-outs and acquisitions, they remain dwarfed by Walmart’s size (almost 180 stores by 2010): for example, Megasuper, the second biggest chain operates only 83 stores, while one of the other ‘major’ players, Automercado, operates only 14 stores. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has reported that Walmart’s competitors presently have ambitious future growth plans in the sector, yet even with these plans, none of them are matching Walmart’s rate of growth, reportedly "an average of 10 supermarkets per year." 	United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 2010, Costa Rica: The Supermarket Sector Is Growing In Costa Rica, Global Agriculture Information Network (GAIN) Report, pp:1, and SA Arce, ‘Supermercados abrirán 18 nuevos locales este año’, La Nacion, 19 April 2010, Accessed at http://en.centralamericadata.com/en/article/home/18_New_Supermarkets_in_Costa_Rica_During_2010 The implications of Walmart’s size and growth relative to its competitors may indicate that the majority of the impact on growers, suppliers, increased imports and job losses is largely due to Walmart United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 2010, Costa Rica: The Supermarket Sector Is Growing In Costa Rica, Global Agriculture Information Network (GAIN) Report, pp:1, and SA Arce, ‘Supermercados abrirán 18 nuevos locales este año’, La Nacion, 19 April 2010, Accessed at http://en.centralamericadata.com/en/article/home/18_New_Supermarkets_in_Costa_Rica_During_2010.  


	In Brazil, Walmart Brazil began its operations in 1995 with two supercenters and three Sam’s Clubs in the state of São Paulo. In terms of market share, the Walmart Fact Sheet 2011 claims that, in 15 years, the company has become the third largest retailer in Brazil. However, the Euromonitor Brazil Retail Report 2010 notes that in 2009, Walmart was placed second overall, after CBD/Carrefour, meaning that Walmart has made significant strides since first entering the Brazilian market, for Rocha and Dib (2002) note that Walmart was placed 8th overall in 1998 Euromonitor Brazil Retail Report 2010; Roche and Dib (2005). Two acquisitions propelled Wal-Mart Brazil during this time: Bompreço’s 118 stores in the northern region of Brazil and Sonae’s 140 stores in the southern region. With these acquisitions, Wal-Mart Brazil grew from a two brand company to a nine brand company with multiple store formats. During the last two years the company has grown organically by building new stores for all of the brands across 18 states and the federal district”. Wal-Mart sales increased by 39% above its counterparts between 2007 and 2009, this increase could be attributed to the massive increase in the number of store units recently. USDA GAIN Report, 2009  In terms of other companies in Brazil, the entry of Wal-Mart into Brazil in 1995 accelerated the rate of acquisition of other retail companies by existing retailers in order to gain a competitive edge against Wal-Mart within a few years of the latter’s entry. The result of this was an increased market concentration, as seen in the first few years of Walmart’s operations within Brazil: between 1997 and 1999, Carrefour, the largest retailer in 1999, acquired 7 companies, Pao de Acucar, the second largest, acquired 9 companies, Sonae Brasil , the third largest, acquired 6 companies, while Bomprecol/Ahold, the fourth largest, acquired 3 companies. Source; Rocha and Dib, 2002, Entry of Wal-Mart in Brazil and the competitive response by multinationals and domestic firms, International Journal of Retail & Distribution Management, Vol 30 No.1 pp. 61-73


	In Guatemala, where a fairly large proportion of goods are still bought by consumers from local markets, the supermarket sector is growing and is "taking sales away from open-air markets." 	United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 2010, Guatemala: Exporter Guide, Global Agriculture Information Network (GAIN) Report  Walmart – which established its presence in the country in 2005 - leads the charge, and is by far the biggest supermarket operator in the country. 	The Guatemalan supermarket sector is “dominated by three supermarket chains: Pricesmart, Walmart (Paiz/ La Fragua) and Unisuper (La Torre/ Econosuper)”. Walmart is by far the biggest operator with 175 stores in the country. The USDA Guatemalan Exporter Guide reports that the second biggest operator, Unisuper – the result of a merger between the second and third largest operators, has only 44 stores [United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 2010, Guatemala: Exporter Guide, Global Agriculture Information Network (GAIN) Report]  A study by Ricardo Hernandez has illustrated the fact that competition in the Guatemalan retail sector has accompanied a process of "mergers and acquisitions" which "has resulted in concentration of the supermarket sector, where the two most important supermarket chains (La Fragua [part of Walmart Central America]  and Unisuper) have more than 78% of the sector’s sales." 	Hernandez R, 2009, Supermarkets, Wholesalers and Tomato Growers In Guatemala, MSc Dissertation, Agricultural Food and Resource Economics, Michigan State University, pp:7-8 


	SACTWU notes that the Competition Commission’s Supermarket Investigations revealed, inter alia, that the local retail sector is a concentrated industry. 


	The entry of Walmart into this industry is likely to exacerbate this problem. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that local retailers appear to be gearing themselves towards further M&A as a strategy to compete with Walmart/ Massmart. Notable in this regard is Shoprite’s recent purchase of stores originally held by Metcash, according to a Business Report article. 


	“Shoprite Group’s acquisition of Metcash Trading Africa’s franchise stores would help expand its footprint, analysts said yesterday. But the rationale for Metcash selling them has analysts guessing… Shanay Narsi, an analyst at BOE Private Clients, said yesterday that Shoprite’s acquisition of Metcash’s franchise operations would provide Shoprite with an opportunity to expand its footprint… Narsi was surprised that Metcash had sold its franchise operations, but said the plan to use the proceeds of the sale to invest in its existing Metro stores could be aimed at developing these stores as a possible acquisition target for other foreign or local players in the retail industry. Abri du Plessis, the chief investment officer at Gryphon Asset Management, said the deal for Shoprite would probably give it some good locations… Abdul Davids, the head of research at Kagiso Asset Management, said it was unclear whether there would be competition issues related to this deal… If the deal does go through, it would be positive for Shoprite as many of the 7 Eleven stores were well located. The deal would also strengthen Shoprite’s position for the entry of Wal-Mart into South Africa, said Davids.” Enslin-Payne S, Shoprite Expands Footprint With Purchase of Metcash Stores, Business Report, March 10 2011 


	SACTWU notes that the South African retail sector has seen increasing barriers to entry as a result of the development of large national supermarket chains which are able to negotiate better terms, prices and discounts with suppliers.  This has increased barriers to entry for smaller retailers. The entry by Walmart into the South African retail sector will further increase these worrying barriers to entry.  Firms which do not purchase significant volumes similar to those purchased or procured by Walmart, and which do not have access to Walmart’s global procurement resources and countervailing power, will not be able to compete in regard to price and other terms negotiated with both local and foreign suppliers.  



	SACTWU holds that the merger of Massmart and Walmart shall simply entrench the existing dominance of Massmart in the national retail arena, particularly the position of first mover which it enjoys in non-grocery retail – specifically in general merchandise, home improvement and liquor. Massmart’s first mover advantage within certain sectors is outlined in documentation provided by Massmart/ Walmart during the Competition Commission process, copied below: 

General merchandise
	Company
Sales (in Billions)

Share
Massmart
	7.8
	17.5%
	Shoprite
	5.3
	12.0%
	Pick ‘n Pay
	4.9
	11.0%
	Hi-Fi Corp
	1.8
	4.1%
	Incredible Connection
	1.3
	3.0%
	Stax
	0.2
	0.4%
	Other
	23.22
	52.0%
	Total
44.6
100%
Source: Gfk Retail and Technology Data

Liquor
	Company
Sales (in Billions)

Share
Massmart
	4.4
	16.5%
	Spar Tops
	4.0
	15.0%
	Pick ‘n Pay
	1.4
	5.3%
	Ultra
	1.3
	4.9%
	Metcash
	1.2
	4.5%
	Picardi Rebel
	0.8
	3.1%
	Shoprite
	0.7
	2.6%
	Other
	12.8
	48.1%
	Total
26.7
100%
Source: Massmart and Nielsen

Home Improvement
	Company
Sales (in Billions)

Share
Massmart
	6.9
	16.5%
	Cashbuild
	5.0
	12.0%
	Illiad
	3.9
	9.4%
	Italtile
	2.6
	6.2%
	Build It
	2.4
	5.8%
	Essential
	1.7
	4.1%
	PG Bison
	1.5
	3.6%
	Mica
	1.4
	3.4%
	Chamberlains
	0.8
	2.0%
	Norcross
	0.5
	1.2%
	Jacks Paint
	0.4
	0.9%
	Hardware Warehouse
	0.3
	0.8%
	DIY Depot
	0.3
	0.7%
	Other
	14.0
	33.6%
	Total
26.7
100%
Source: Massmart estimates & Massbuild strategy document, 2010

	The data presented by Massmart/ Walmart shows that Massmart is not the overall market leader in the food wholesale and formal food retail markets, though it is in the general merchandise, liquor and home improvement markets. In this regard, Massmart’s lead in general merchandise is 48% and in home improvement 38% larger than its nearest competitor. For liquor, it is 10% larger than Spar Tops and more than 200% larger than the number three retailer in this category. 


	The market lead which Massmart enjoys in certain sectors is confirmed by the March 2011 Euromonitor SA Retail Sector report. The report notes that Massmart is ranked fourth in terms of market share in the overall retail market. In this regard the company has a 5.1% share whereas Shoprite have 10.7%, Pick ‘n Pay have 9.2% and the Spar Group have 6.5%. Following Massmart are: Edcon (4.4%), Woolworths (3.8%), and the JD Group (2.4%), amongst others Euromonitor South African Retail Sector Report 2011. However the Euromonitor report notes that Massmart’s overall retailer market share is artificially low due to the fact that wholesale revenue is not included, and most of the companies under the Massmart group are wholesalers It is useful to note that Massmart competitive relationship to the informal sector is complex. For example, Massmart’s food products often end up being resold in the informal market. The Euromonitor reports notes that Massmart estimates that around 90% of the food products sold through its wholesale stores are then sold on through the informal retail market, usually in underprivileged areas. That is, owners of spazas and street hawkers/kiosks purchase almost R10 billion of food products through Massmart wholesale food outlets., except for Game, Dion and to some extent Builders’ Warehouse, and as such, the share may be understated, since some final consumers prefer to buy directly from wholesalers Euromonitor SA Retail Sector Report 2011.


	When the non-grocery retail market is examined, a different picture emerges. In this sector, Massmart is the largest retailer with a 10.8% market share. Following Massmart, the top retailers in this category are Edcon (9.3% market share), JD Group (5.1%), Woolworths (4.5%), New Clicks (3.9%) and Pepkor (3.6%) Ibid. Massmart’s is 16% larger in non-grocery retailing than its nearest competitor (Edcon) and more than 100% larger than the number three retailer in this category. The list is pasted below: 




Non-Grocery Retailers Company Shares: % Value 2006-2010 (only retailers with more than 1% market share listed)

% retail value rsp excl sales tax
Company			2006	2007	2008	2009	2010

Massmart Holding		9.1	9.3	11.2	10.8	10.8
Edcon Holdings		6.5	6.2	9.9	9.8	9.3
JD Group			3.9	4.5	4.1	5.3	5.1
Woolworths Holdings		4.5	4.7	4.7	4.6	4.5
New Clicks Holdings		3.2	2.8	2.5	3.5	3.9
Mr Price Group		2.6	2.6	3.3	3.7	3.7
Pepkor Holdings		4.5	3.3	3.6	3.5	3.6
Foschini			3.4	3.6	3.5	3.5	3.4
Truworths Group		1.9	2.0	2.4	2.9	2.9
Spar Group			1.0	1.1	1.1	1.2	1.2
Source:	Euromonitor International, South African Retail Report 2011

	Were one to strip out companies which cannot be considered relevant direct competitors with Massmart (e.g. those mainly involved in clothing retail – Edcon, Mr Price, Pepkor, Foschini, Truworths; those involved mainly in furniture retail – JD Group, Lewis Group; and those involved mainly in health and beauty retail – New Clicks, Dis-Chem), it appears that only four major companies (Woolworths, Spar Group, Shoprite and Pick ‘n Pay) remain in the list, and Massmart has a substantial market share lead over all of them. In the overall non-food retail market, Massmart is therefore undoubtedly the first mover. 


	In terms of the do-it-yourself (DIY), home improvement and garden centres sector, the Euromonitor believes that Massmart have considerable first mover advantage: “Its recent foray into DIY resulted in it being the first to establish a nationwide DIY brand in Builders [Warehouse]. With its experience in the wholesale business and first-mover advantage, it is likely that its brand will dictate the direction this channel takes in the future.” Euromonitor SA Retail Sector Report, March 2011


	The first mover position which Massmart enjoys in certain key sectors of the retail market is likely to be bolstered in light of the additional strength which Walmart is able to bring to the company. This eventuality is more likely given the fact that Walmart intends to pursue a rapid growth strategy in South Africa. 


	The intention of Walmart to pursue growth in South Africa derives from the fact that the company’s sales in the US have generally underperformed (stagnated) in recent years and, as a consequence, Walmart has looked to its international operations for greater success. Walmart has particularly identified Brazil, China and Africa as some of the geographies with the greatest growth potential for the company. Evidence for this includes


	The Euromonitor has noted that “As part of its plan to offset slowing growth in its home market of the US, Wal-Mart has announced plans to buy South African-based Massmart Holding Ltd for R32 billion (US$4.6 billion). If completed, and the acquisition is expected to take six months to complete, the purchase will be Wal-Mart's largest acquisition since buying UK-based Asda in 1999 and will extend the company's reach into South Africa and 13 other sub-Saharan countries… South Africa, alongside markets like Brazil, China and Mexico, will provide Wal-Mart with long-term sales growth that it is unlikely to see in its home market” Wright, J, October 2010, Wal-Mart Looks To African To Continue Growth Trajectory, Euromonitor .


	Market analyst firm Morningstar notes that “should the acquisition [with Massmart] be consummated, it would give Wal-Mart an important foothold in a rapidly developing South African economy and open the door for even greater African expansion opportunities”. Wal-Mart to Acquire Controlling Stake In South African Retailer; Shares Still Look Attractive, Morningstar, 2011 


	The economic imperative for Walmart to grow its sales internationally has been borne out through Walmart’s pursuit of store growth in Brazil, Argentina, and to a lesser extent Mexico, over the past few years. Evidence for the company’s recent emphasis on growth in these countries is reflected in the graphs below (produced from Walmart’s annual reports) Walmart Stores, Inc Annual Reports


	Brazil: 
file_6.emf
Walmart store unit growth in Brazil
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Regarding Brazil, Walmart entered this market in 1995. It started with 5 stores and by 2011 it has grown to 480 stores. While RBB claims that Walmart are placed third overall amongst retailers in Brazil, the Euromonitor Brazil Retail report for 2010 notes that in 2009, the retailer was placed 2nd overall, after CBD/Carrefour. It is possible, however that these market shares cannot be compared, as they come from different sources and may be calculated differently.  This surge in growth started in 2005, when Walmart grew by 124 stores from the previous year (from 25 stores in 2004 to 149 stores in 2005). This growth continued throughout the next 6 years, with particular periods of growth in 2009/2010 and 2010/2011. Market analyst company Morningstar has raised the following issue about Walmart’s growth in Brazil: “In 2010, Walmart invested $1 billion for new stores and infrastructure upgrades in Brazil. With its unmatched resources, Wal-Mart is outspending Carrefour [the biggest retailer in Brazil] while committing less than 10% of its overall budget, while Carrefour is spending approximately one-fifth of its budget on its Latin American operations. Meanwhile, even though Carrefour/CBD [which own Pao de Acucar] is currently the leading retailer with respect to sales volumes, its overall margins of 4% lag its competitors, and it has access to vastly fewer resources. In our view, this raises questions over how long CBD will be able to maintain its top position”. This strategy of Walmart leveraging its unmatched resources to help it against its competitors is likely to be repeated in South Africa.  

	Argentina
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Regarding Argentina, Walmart entered this market in 1995. It started with 3 stores and by 2011 it had 63 stores. For the first decade or so of its time in Argentina, Walmart store growth was fairly slow – with only 11 stores opened by 2006. The bulk of the company’s store growth has therefore occurred since 2007. This period of Walmart’s aggressive expansion appears to have resulted in a growth in market share. For example, in food retail alone the company’s market share climbed from 5% in 2004 to 7.9% in 2009, moving from 7th to 4th position overall USDA Gain Reports 2004-2010. In overall retail market share, the Euronomitor report Euromonitor International 2011 notes that Walmart’s shares have increased. For example, in 2006 Walmart was ranked 8th overall, in 2007 it was ranked 7th; in 2008 it rose to 5th; and it occupied 4th position in both 2009 and 2010.

	Mexico:  
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In Mexico, Walmart entered the market in 1991 through "a joint venture with CIFRA Walmart International, http://walmartstores.com/AboutUs/277.aspx?p=246 . At that stage, CIFRA was the largest retail operator in Mexico with 192 stores Barmash I, Walmart In Venture With Mexican Store, The New York Times, July 11 1991. In describing the retail context in which Walmart arrived in Mexico, scholar James Biles notes the following: "prior to Walmart’s arrival, Mexico’s food retailing sector was comprised of a handful of national supermarket chains and several large regional food retailers that primarily served upper and middle-income households in the country’s largest urban areas, particularly in close proximity to Mexico City and northern borders states (Chavez 2002). Biles JJ, 2008, Walmart and the ‘Supermarket Revolution’ In Mexico, Geographische Rundschau International Edition, Vol4, No 2, pp:45 http://ccny-cuny.academia.edu/thebilesfiles/Papers/164419/Wal-Mart_and_the_Supermarket_Revolution_in_Mexico " Since its entry into Mexico, Walmart has grown to 1 664 stores Walmart International, http://walmartstores.com/AboutUs/277.aspx?p=246 . In comparison, by the third quarter of 2010, Walmart’s nearest current competitor, Soriana, had just reached 500 stores nationally. Walmart is the undisputed leader in the supermarket sector. Organizacion Soriana, 2010, Soriana Announces Its 2010 Third Quarter Results, http://publicidad.soriana.com/publicidad/resources/infoFin/3T2010-QuarterlyResults.pdf

	The evidence sketched above suggests that Walmart’s entry into South Africa is significant and forms part of a greater strategy by the company to counter declining sales in its home market. With this imperative, the company is not likely to operate locally in South Africa as simply a smaller player; instead they will seek to pursue aggressive growth. This eventuality is supported by the opinions of Kantar Retail, a company which advices Walmart and its suppliers, which has claimed that Walmart intends to mimic its Mexico success in South Africa. 


	Walmart’s expansion in Mexico is expected to be replicated in South Africa, according to Kantar Retail – an international research company of which Walmart is a client http://www.kantarretail.com/our-clients.html . Other clients of Kantar include other major transnational corporations such as British American Tobacco (BAT), Coca Cola and Unilever. In an article in the Sunday Times of 29 January 2011, it was reported that, according to "Bryan Roberts, director of retail insights at UK-based Kantar, ‘the growth story of Massmart is only just starting’. In particular, he said Massmart's Cambridge chain of food stores, which numbers 20 at present, could expand to 1 000 or more within five years. Roberts pointed out that Walmart launches about 200 new small stores a year in Mexico. ‘With Walmart's backing, Massmart can replicate that rate of growth in SA’." Lefifi TA, Massmart Growth ‘Only Just Starting’, Sunday Times, 29 January 2011, Accessed at: http://www.timeslive.co.za/business/article881292.ece/Massmart-growth-only-just-starting


	In addition to the concerns highlighted above, SACTWU stresses that Walmart’s strategy for pursuing competitiveness globally has also included the practice of anti-competitive behavior. This form of behavior would undermine competition in the South Africa retail market. 


	One form of anti-competitive behaviour practiced by Walmart is predatory pricing. Given the apparent scale of Walmart’s transgressions in this regard, we are concerned that they will pursue such practices in South Africa. Evidence to support the fact that Walmart practices predatory pricing comes from Wisconsin (US), the UK and Germany. 


	The most prominent case of Walmart committing predatory pricing is the matter involving Walmart’s German subsidiary Bundesgerichtshof (German Supreme Court ) decision of 12 November 2002, case KVR 5/02; Press Release of the Bundesgerichtshof no. 113/2002 of 12/11/2002” . In this case Walmart, along with other major supermarkets, Aldi and Lidl, reduced prices on key basic food items such as milk, margarine, sugar and vegetable oil. In September 2000, the German Federal Cartel Office (FCO) ordered the three firms to increase their prices, as their low prices could drive smaller retailers out of the market. Aldi and Lidl complied but Walmart did not. It took the FCO to court. On 12 November 2002, the German Supreme Court passed judgement. It held that Walmart’s conduct was in violation of the Act Against Restraints on Competition when it came to its sale of sugar and fined it as it had harmed small and medium sized competitors. The court gave absolution to Walmart in its sale of margarine and vegetable fat. With regards to milk it remanded the matter back to the lower court reconsideration.


	In the second jurisdiction, Walmart chose to settle out of court in a case in Wisconsin Kades, D. “Wisconsin Sets Limits on Low Prices at Wal-Mart”, The Wisconsin State Journal, August 14, 2001. In September 2000, the State, through the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection presented Walmart with 352 charges of contravening the State’s Unfair Sales Act through predatory pricing after having cautioned the company for seven years. The unlawful pricing was on basic goods such as butter, milk and laundry detergent. In one instance it sold detergent it acquired from its suppliers for $6.51 for $5.00, according to the Department. In the end, the Department reached a settlement with Walmart, where the latter did not pay a fine or admit guilt. However, two telling conditions of the settlement were that firstly Walmart agreed to make a $15,000 donation to a high school consumer education contest. (This was the cost of Wisconsin’s investigation into Walmart’s unlawful conduct.) Secondly, if Walmart continues or restarts this unlawful behaviour, it will be taxed with double or triple the ordinary fine Ibid.


	In the third jurisdiction, Walmart also seems to have settled out of court, in a matter brought forth by Crest Foods of Oklahoma in 2000 “Crest Foods sues Wal-Mart claiming predatory pricing”, The Journal Record, September 28, 2000. Crest Foods claimed Walmart sold goods below cost, and beat its prices on more than twenty products. Crest believed it was a clear case of predatory pricing. Predatory pricing is enjoined by the Unfair Sales Act and the Antitrust Reform Act of Oklahoma. In the result, however, there was no admission of guilt of Walmart, no public declaration of vindication by Crest Foods, nor conclusion of adjudication by a court.


	All of the above reasons indicate the strong likelihood of market concentration occurring locally as a result of Walmart’s entry. These reasons shall increase the barriers to entry in the retail sector, particularly for individuals or companies which lack access to significant capital – such as small businesses, black owned companies (BEE) and Historically Disadvantaged Individuals (HDIs). 


	The impact of Walmart’s low prices


	SACTWU holds that there shall be serious negative consequences for consumers as a consequence of the entry of Walmart into South Africa, and as a result of the company’s pursuit of its low price strategy. 


	During the South African Competition Commission hearings, Walmart claimed that "an independently certified study in the USA found that Walmart saves the average American household approximately $3,100 per year."


	The study, entitled “The Price Impact of Walmart: an update through 2007”, was published in 2009 by Global Insight, a research consultancy.  It was an update of studies undertaken in 2005 and 2006 and was commissioned by Walmart with the results first being presented at a Walmart-sponsored conference in November 2005 in Washington, DC.


	We believe that the South African Parliamentary Portfolio Committee must be aware of the net effect of Walmart’s entry and presence in an economy, including national, regional and local. For, SACTWU believes, the results of the low cost goods at Walmart ultimately come at a high social and economic price: lost jobs, lower wages and a growing trade deficit. 


	It is necessary to note that the company views consumer welfare in a narrow manner, limited only to prices. But there are many other things which a society must care about, not simply whether goods are very cheap or whether one can acquire a lot of them. Other salient elements of consumer welfare may include variety, safety, quality etc, and, importantly, the recognition that one is not simply a consumer, but also a worker and a citizen. In this regard, it becomes important to balance prices with access to income and employment. 


	Given the existence of already low prices for consumer goods in South Africa, the major consumer needs regarding low pricing are for cheaper health, education, and transportation. Also, critically, South African consumers need decent jobs. Walmart’s entry is unlikely to advance these priorities as it does not trade in the provision of those services, and if one looks at its record, it is unlikely to meaningfully increase the income of poor people. This is because if it indeed grows jobs in the retail sector, this sector offers notoriously insecure and low paid employment – unlike the manufacturing sector, which Walmart’s entry threatens, which generally offers permanent employment with better wages and benefits (decent work), allowing workers who earn such wages to support family members and other dependents.  


	According to Barry Lynn (in private correspondence with SACTWU 19 March 2011), “the “consumer welfare” argument values one good above all others – the lowering of the price of goods that are delivered to the “consumer.” This entirely ignores, however, the fact that consumers value many factors other than price – such as variety and safety. And in recent years in America we have seen a dramatic fall off in both real variety and safety, due to consolidation.” 


	According to Edna Bonacich PBS interview http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/walmart/interviews/bonacich.html, November 16, 2004 : “People are not just consumers, but they also are workers, and they are citizens, and they have other interests besides being a consumer. But the United States can focus entirely on the consumer role and ignore, to a large extent, the worker role. And Wal-Mart, in its promise to lower consumer costs, is ignoring the fact that at the same time it's participating in the lowering of worker standards; that the very people who buy their goods are, in fact, being pushed into a lower earnings [category].”


	According to Dr Nicolas Pons-Vignon from Wits University (personal communication with SACTWU 11 April 2011): “SA has no shortage of cheap goods as several large retail chains already operate here and have pushed prices down, not to mention government’s enthusiastic trade liberalisation drive in the 90s which allowed imports to skyrocket. The problem the poor face [in SA] is much more a lack of access to income – especially employment. There is too little of it, and much of it is of poor quality with low wages and bad conditions. Hence, in order to consume, people often rely on credit, of varying degrees of formality, and often with problematic consequences because: (1) People spend more than they earn so they are vulnerable to interest rate changes or life crises (loss of job for instance) which make repayment difficult – many [people] in this country are stuck in a very worrying state of credit dependency; (2) A large part of what is bought is imported, causing massive leakages – i.e. displacing domestic production (and jobs) while putting SA in a delicate macro economic situation (because much foreign exchange must be used to buy these consumer goods, thus pushing interest rates up and making deficits worse). With Walmart in South Africa, it is likely that the above trends will be strongly reinforced, and that it will be ‘part of the problem not the solution’. This is because: (1) Walmart will probably further increase pressure on suppliers who will squeeze wages; (2) [Walmart] has a huge international supplier network and is likely to import much of what it will sell, thus reducing demand for domestically-produced goods; (3) [Walmart] will probably contribute to a further deterioration of pay and conditions in the retail sector, given its track record in other parts of the world. To conclude – the argument that the poor should have access to cheaper services is key in my view – these include transport, education and health in particular. The SA economy has more than enough shops and supermarkets and the Competition Commission is doing a good job of exposing cartel behaviour that artificially inflate the cost of goods purchased by poor people. While Walmart would surely push some of these prices further down, it would come at a cost which would far exceed the benefits, given the challenges faced by SA”.

	We note that consumer benefits in terms of price are not guaranteed. After destruction of competition, there is every incentive to get the best possible price out of consumers. This is suggested by Barry Lynn (in private correspondence with SACTWU 19 March 2011): “there is no evidence whatsoever to support the contention that consolidation leads to lower prices over the long or even medium term. The declines in prices we have seen in America are often entirely temporary in nature, and are the result not of true competition among producers, but of predatory pricing pursued by giant trading companies such as Wal-Mart. If anything, due to the consolidation in the supply base in America – driven by the abuse of retailer power (and often used as an excuse… to justify otherwise completely objectionable mergers) – we have seen many prices begin to rise in recent years. This has been documented in sectors as diverse as beer and milk.”


	A similar sentiment has been offered by Raj Patel, food scholar and author, in a speech to the University of Melbourne in 2007, who cited an example in Nebraska comparing the pricing practices of two Walmart stores in the state. The comparison found that while one Walmart store “was in the process of driving everyone else out of business but, to do that, they cut their prices to the bone, very, very low prices”, the other had already “successfully destroyed the local economy”. This allowed the second store to operate in “a sort of economic crater with Wal-Mart in the middle; and, in that community, the prices were 17 per cent higher. Raj Patel, 2007, audio recording available at http://www.abc.net.au/rn/bigideas/stories/2009/2534576.htm


	During the South African Competition Commission investigations into the Walmart/ Massmart merger, the merger parties defended the low consumer prices which the merger may cause by claiming that while trade unions and manufacturers may be concerned about Walmart, “When consumers themselves have been permitted to express a view, there has been found to be a high level of popular support for Wal-Mart and the low prices it is able to offer consumers”. Walmart indicates that this is generally shown through the sheer number of people who shop at Walmart.


	SACTWU notes that this form of logic – that consumers shop at the company and that this necessarily indicates that Walmart’s low prices are good – is based on a dangerous ideological assumption that the best form of economic development necessarily entails a strategy of only pandering to consumer demand. The danger embedded within this strategy derives from the fact that consumer demand is constructed by complex process, including marketing by companies, and by a cultural construction which privileges the benefit to self over a more balanced consideration of benefit to self and others.  


	Furthermore, the above argument ignores the fact that manufacturers and members of trade unions are themselves also consumers. 


	There are also a very significant number of local community groups, inevitably all comprised of consumers, which have been formed to oppose Walmart. By last count we have identified 159 in the United States and Canada www.reclaimdemocracy.org .


	As Walmart enters South Africa and creates jobs in its new operations, these jobs will be offset by job losses within competitor companies (particularly small businesses), suppliers, producers and manufacturers, with negative consequences for net employment. The effect shall be an increased burden on the welfare system and resources of the state and a smaller tax base. 


	Evidence of the negative impact of Walmart on poverty includes: 


	Pennsylvania State University (2004) found that US counties with Walmart stores suffered increased poverty (as a result of poor wages and unemployment) compared with counties without Walmart. The study showed that the presence of Walmart unequivocally raised family poverty rates in US counties during the 1990s relative to places that had no such stores. Goetz SJ & Swaminathan H, 2004, "Walmart and County-Wide Poverty". October 18, Pennsylvania State University. http://cecd.aers.psu.edu/pubs/PovertyResearchWM.pdf, Accessed 20 January 2011


	Evidence for the negative impact of Walmart on small and other local businesses includes the following:  


	According to a June 2009 study by researchers at several universities and led by the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College, when a Walmart opens in a new market in the United States, median sales drop 40% at similar high-volume stores, 17% at supermarkets and 6% at drugstores. Wernau J, “Wal-Mart Impact: Pop Price War Warns of Wal-Mart Impact for Chicago”, Chicago Tribune, July 4, 2010, http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-0704-soda-wars-20100703,0,5230113.story, Accessed 18 January 2011 


	A case study of the Oklahoma City metropolitan area showed that the opening of 17 Walmart grocery stores between 1998 and 2003 resulted in the closure of 31 chain and independent supermarkets. Rogers Dr. D, 2004, “Wal-Mart’s Impact on the American Supermarket Industry,” DSR Marketing Systems Inc. (http://walmartwatch.com/img/documents/battlemart_docs/Economic_Impact/Wal-Marts_Impacts_on_the_American_Supermarket_Industry.pdf) Retrieved on 20 January 2011  Thus, a ratio of almost two closures for each Walmart store opened.


	One study of a new Walmart store in Chicago showed that 23 out 191 small businesses surveyed were closed the year after the store was built. Davis L, Merriman DF and Samayoa L, 2008, “The Impact of an Urban Wal-Mart Store on Area Businesses: An interim-evaluation of one Chicago neighborhood’s experience” (http://www.luc.edu/curl/pdfs/Wal-Mart_Final_Report.pdf). Retrieved on 20 January 2011 


	In addition, a cost/benefit analysis of a proposed Walmart store in St Albans, Vermont, found that the store would cause dozens of existing businesses to close, leading to a net loss of 110,000 square feet of retail space. The 214 jobs created by the new superstore would be offset by the loss of 381 jobs at other businesses Muller T & Humstone E, 1996, “’What Happened When Wal-Mart Came to Town?’ A Report on Three Iowa Communities with a Statistical Analysis of Seven Iowa Counties”. http://s52191.gridserver.com/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2008/08/cannibalizationstudies.pdf Accessed on 20 January 2011.


	Evidence of the negative impact of Walmart on jobs and employment conditions includes: 


	A research institute lined to the University of Bonn found that Walmart store openings kill 2.8 local jobs for every 2 they create and reduces retail employment by an average of 2.7 percent in every state they enter in the United States. Neumark D, Zhang J, and Ciccarella S, 2007, “The Effects of Wal-Mart on Local Labor Markets”. The Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA), (http://www.newrules.org/retail/neumarkstudy.pdf). The loss of jobs was felt by competitors whose earnings fell and by suppliers facing cost pressures.


	The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) in the United States estimates that Walmart was responsible for $27 billion in US imports from China in 2006 and 11% of the growth of the total US trade deficit with China between 2001 and 2006. EPI’s analysis shows that Walmart’s trade deficit with China alone eliminated 196,000 US jobs between 2001 and 2006, 133,000 of which were manufacturing jobs. Scott RE, 2007, “The Wal-Mart effect: Its Chinese imports have displaced nearly 200,000 U.S. jobs”, June 26, EPI Issue Brief #235, http://www.epi.org/publications/entry/ib235. Retrieved on January, 20, 2011


	Evidence that workers’ wages are affected includes: 


	The supposed savings that Walmart brings are offset by its industrial relations practices, having a negative effect on retail workers’ income. According to Bianco (2006), there was a cut in the income of America’s retail employees by $4.7 billion in 2000 alone because of Walmart’s expansion. Bianco, A, 2006, “Walmart: The Bully of Bentonville: How the High Cost of Everyday Low Prices is Hurting America”, Doubleday: New York


	A recent study by researchers at the University of California-Berkeley has quantified what happened to retail wages when Walmart set up shop, drawing on 15 years of data on actual store openings. The study found that Walmart drives down wages in urban areas, with an annual loss of at least $3 billion dollars in earnings for retail workers. Dube A, 2005, "Impact of Wal-Mart Growth on Earnings throughout the Retail Sector in Urban and Rural Counties", UC Berkeley Labor Center http://economics.ucr.edu/seminars/spring06/ped/ArinDube6-5-2006.pdf, Accessed 18 January 2011 


	The erosion of purchasing power as a result of job losses and low incomes shall lead to an increased marginal propensity to import by retailers seeking cheaper goods to appeal to lower purchasing power. For, as workers lose jobs in South Africa, a cyclical process will occur wherein as more people become unemployed they will need access to (more) cheaper goods, causing further importation and concomitant local job losses, causing a greater need for access to (more) cheaper goods, and so on and so forth, creating a vicious cycle.


	According to Edna Bonacich PBS interview http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/walmart/interviews/bonacich.html, November 16, 2004, “What is going on is that manufacturing is leaving the United States [and] all the developed world and moving to poorer and poorer countries. And some people describe this as a "race to the bottom," because the various developing countries are vying for the work and are vying by undercutting each other… So on the one hand, the production is cheapened, which, of course, allows Americans to buy goods more cheaply. On the other hand, US production also is cheapened. What happens, for example, in the apparel industry is that you get the growth of domestic sweatshops... So wages are declining, health benefits are declining, and labor standards are declining. And this is true not only in manufacturing industries, but also in the service providers... So on the one hand, you can say that poor people need cheaper goods, and this is a tremendous service for the United States. But on the other hand, that is ignoring that people are not just consumers, but they also are workers, and they are citizens, and they have other interests besides being a consumer. But the United States can focus entirely on the consumer role and ignore, to a large extent, the worker role. And Wal-Mart, in its promise to lower consumer costs, is ignoring the fact that at the same time it's participating in the lowering of worker standards; that the very people who buy their goods are, in fact, being pushed into a lower earnings [category]. There's a kind of cyclical process of poorer workers needing cheaper goods, needing poorer workers to produce those goods, in a kind of ratcheting down of standards. What happens is that inequality is increasing in the United States… I think, in the end, Wal-Mart and big-box retailers are driving a system that causes people to lose jobs, that causes a global system where cheapness is the only value that matters. And so all other human values are put in second, third, fourth, fifth place. And there are just so many other things that a society has to be about. It's not just about having a lot of stuff. It's not just about getting it very cheaply.”


	If smaller businesses close as a result of Walmart capturing their customer bases, leakages will occur in local economies as money is siphoned out of communities and into Walmart – and ultimately to Bentonville, USA, the home of Walmart. 


	The proposed transaction is likely to assist in turning the South African economy into a nation of consumers instead of producers, thereby undermining the major objectives of South Africa’s major economic policy objectives, as conceived in the New Growth Path.


	South Africa shall experience increased pressure on the fiscus, as government would have to pay more social grants to the increased number of unemployed people


	Public interest concerns expressed by other courts


	It should be noted that it is not only in reports and case studies conducted on Walmart that concerns with regard to its impact on broader economic and public interest issues have been expressed.  In the State of Vermont in the US, Walmart has been denied expansion on public interest grounds.


	This happened when the State of Vermont legally succeeded in blocking the establishment of a Walmart store for socio-economic reasons. 	Re St Albans Group and Wal*Mart Stores Inc. Vermont Environmental Board Application #6F0471-EB  Specifically, Walmart was denied as it was found inter alia that the establishment of the Walmart store would result in a net job loss in the county, 	Ibid p. 1 there would be "… adverse impact on the tax base of the affected municipalities due to competition with existing retailers", 	Ibid "… the public costs of the proposed project [to build a new Walmart store] are projected to outweigh the public benefits.  The ratio is projected to approximately be more than 2.5 dollars of public cost for each dollar of public benefit." 	Ibid  Walmart appealed, but failed to convince The Supreme Court of Vermont. 	In re WalMart Stores, Inc. and The St. Albans Group 167 Vt. 75; 702 A.2d 397 (1997) 


	Application of facts to the public interest grounds

	In terms of section 12A(3) of the Competition Act – 


“When determining whether a merger can or cannot be justified on public interest grounds, the Competition Commission or the Competition Tribunal must consider the effect that the merger will have on –

a particular industrial sector or region;
employment;
the ability of small businesses, or firms controlled or owned by historically disadvantaged persons, to become competitive; and
the ability of national industries to compete in international markets."

	Each of these factors is considered below, having regard to the submissions contained in this document – 


	Effect on a particular industrial sector or region


	In regard to industrial sectors, it has been demonstrated that the proposed transaction is likely to negatively affect the stability of a number of industries within the South African manufacturing sector (as a result of lower demand and the closure or down-sizing of a number of firms) as well as the retail sector (as a result of closure of a number of smaller retailers due, inter alia, to an inability to compete).  In addition, the proposed transaction is likely to lead to significant de-industrialisation of these sectors.


	In regard to particular regions, the proposed transaction is likely to negatively affect levels of industrialisation in a number of non-metropolitan regions.  Many of these regions rely on the manufacturing sector, particularly the clothing and textile industry, and this will affect a number of poorer communities.


	Effect on employment


	It has been demonstrated that the proposed transaction is likely to substantially increase unemployment levels, both within the retail sector (having regard to net job losses) and within manufacturing sectors which supply the retail sector.  This is a significant concern in South Africa, particularly as governmental initiative have identified some of these sectors as critical for job creation.  


	The increase in unemployment will, in turn, have a negative effect on a number of other issues, such as the fiscus (social grant payments) and consumer spending.


	Effect on small businesses and HDI firms


It has been demonstrated that the proposed transaction is likely to create negative effects for small businesses and HDI firms in the manufacturing sector (given, inter alia, lower demand for locally produced products) and retail sector (given, inter alia, an inability of these firms to compete with the merged entity) and less focus on black economic empowerment procurement.

	Effect on the ability of national industries to compete


	The proposed transaction will have negative effects for the ability of local producers and manufacturers in affected industrial sectors to achieve economies of scale and to export products.


	The negative effects of the proposed transaction on particular industrial sectors will also have a negative effect on South African production and productivity.  The worsening of the trade deficit will therefore not only be affected by increases in imports but will be compounded by decreases in local production.


	Conclusion


	Following the input by SACTWU and others to the Competition Tribunal, the Tribunal decided to approve the merger of Walmart and Massmart with conditions. 


	We disagree that the merger should have been approved. We also disagree with the conditions the Tribunal attached to the merger. Unlike the Tribunal we do not think that these conditions are sufficient to deal with the impact of the merger.


	The public interest considerations of the entry of Walmart into South Africa are significant and are, SACTWU asserts, ample cause for concern for the South African State, especially given the developmental (socio-economic) priorities facing South Africa.


	SACTWU further believes that the merger has illustrated certain shortcomings in our competition legislation, including the lack of emphasis on employment as a valid criterion when determining whether a merger should be approved or not.








